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We propose to precondition the GMRES method by using the incomplete Givens
orthogonalization (IGO) method for the solution of large sparse linear least-squares
problems. Theoretical analysis shows that the preconditioner satisfies the sufficient
condition that can guarantee that the preconditioned GMRES method will never break
down and always give the least-squares solution of the original problem. Numerical
experiments further confirm that the new preconditioner is efficient. We also find that the
IGO preconditioned BA-GMRES method is superior to the corresponding CGLS method for
ill-conditioned and singular least-squares problems.
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1. Introduction
The linear least-squares problems of the form
min
x∈Rn
‖b− Ax‖2, with A ∈ Rm×n, (1.1)
often arise in many scientific and engineering applications, e.g., linear and nonlinear programming [14], statistical
analysis [11], signal processing and computer vision [17]. In practice, engineers and scientists will benefit from increasing
the availability of data so that problem (1.1) would become very large and sparse.
As is well known, sparse direct methods based on QR decompositions are reliable, but may be prohibitively expensive in
terms of storage and cost for large problems. Recently, much research have been focused on the Krylov subspace iteration
methods and their preconditioning techniques, because this class of approaches generally require much less storage and
operations, and they may have the potential to be fast iterative solvers.
The most commonly known method for problem (1.1) is the (preconditioned) conjugate gradient least-squares (CGLS)
method [6,12], which is also known as the CGNR [16] method, and gives the solution of the normal equation
ATAx = ATb. (1.2)
Mathematically, it is equivalent to the LSQR method [18], which is more stable.
Both CGLS and LSQR methods have the advantage that the coefficient matrix ATA is symmetric and positive definite,
if A is of full column rank. In this case, it is natural to apply the conjugate gradient or the Lanczos method to the normal
equation (1.2) [3,4,21]; see also [2] for other useful methods. It is noted that the condition number of ATA is square of that
of A, so that the convergence of the CGLS method may be slow when A is singular or ill-conditioned.
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Recently, by introducing a mapping matrix B ∈ Rn×m, Hayami and Ito [8–10,13] proposed to apply the GMRES method
to the equation
BAx = Bb (1.3)
and the equation
ABy = b, x = By. (1.4)
The resulting methods are called BA-GMRES and AB-GMRES methods, respectively. It was shown in [9,10] that if B satisfies
R(AT) = R(B) and R(A) = R(BT), (1.5)
then the BA-GMRES and AB-GMRES methods can give a least-squares solution of problem (1.1) without breakdown for
arbitrary right-hand side vector b ∈ Rm and arbitrary starting vector x0 ∈ Rn. We remark that similar ideas have been
applied to other Krylov subspace methods; see [20,22,23].
In this paper, we consider using the incomplete Givens orthogonalization (IGO) method proposed in [1] to construct the
mappingmatrix B involved in the BA-GMRES andAB-GMRESmethods; see also [5,19,21] formore details on implementation
and applications of the IGO method.
For the overdetermined problems with m ≥ n, the IGO method gives an orthogonal matrix Q and a sparse upper-
triangular and nonsingular matrix R satisfying A ≈ Q
(
R
0
)
. Let B = (RTR)−1AT, then condition (1.5) is proved to be satisfied
so that both the BA-GMRES and AB-GMRES methods give a least-squares solution of problem (1.1) without breakdown.
We have tested a number of numerical examples to verify the efficiency of the preconditioners. The preconditioned
GMRES methods are compared with the corresponding CGLS, LSQR and Reorthogonalized CGLS (RCGLS) methods. Numerical
results have shown that the IGO preconditioner is efficient. Numerical experiments for ill-conditioned and singular least-
squares problems further show that the preconditioned GMRES method is superior to the corresponding CGLS method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. We first briefly review the GMRES method and their properties for
least-squares problems in Section 2. Then,we discuss in detail the implementation and theoretical properties of themapping
matrix B constructed by the IGO method in Section 3. Numerical results and comparisons are reported in Section 4, and
finally, we end the paper with concluding remarks in Section 5.
2. GMRES for least-squares problems
The GMRES method [15] is an efficient and robust Krylov subspace iteration method for solving systems of linear
equations Ax = b, where A ∈ Rn×n is nonsingular and nonsymmetric. Consider developing a GMRES-like method for the
least-squares problem (1.1). One observes that the solution vector x does not belong to the range of A or the Krylov subspace
K(A, w) for anyw. Our idea is to overcome this difficulty by using a mapping matrix B, where B ∈ Rn×m.
Recently, Hayami and Ito [8–10,13] presented two methods based on a mapping matrix B ∈ Rn×m, which apply GMRES
method to the following two Krylov subspaces
Kk(BA, Br) = span{Br, (BA)Br, . . . , (BA)k−1Br} (2.6)
and
Kk(AB, r) = span{r, (AB)r, . . . , (AB)k−1r}. (2.7)
The corresponding methods are called BA-GMRES and AB-GMRES methods, respectively.
Briefly, the BA-GMRES(k) method, where k is the period for restarting, can be described as follows. Here, the restarting
strategy is adopted to reduce storage and computing time. For k = ∞, the BA-GMRES(k) method corresponds to the full
GMRES method.
Method 2.1. The BA-GMRES(k) Method
1. Choose x0 and compute r0 = b− Ax0
2. While iter < MAXIT until convergence, Do
3. Compute r˜0 = Br0
4. Compute β = ‖˜r0‖ and v1 = r˜0/β
5. For i = 1, 2, . . . , k until convergence, Do
6. Computewi = BAvi
7. For j = 1, 2, . . . , i
8. Compute hj,i = (wi, vj)
9. Compute r˜i+1 = wi − hj,ivj
10. End
11. Compute hj+1,i = ‖˜ri+1‖2
12. Compute vi+1 = r˜i+1hj+1,i
13. Find yi ∈ Ri which minimizes ‖˜ri‖2 = ‖ ‖˜r0 ‖2 ei − H¯iy‖2
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14. Compute xi = x0 + [v1, v2, . . . , vi]yi
15. Compute ri = b− Axi
16. End
17. Set x0 := xk and r0 := rk
18. End
Here, H¯i = (hpq) ∈ R(i+1)×i is a Hessenberg matrix and ei = (1, 0, . . . , 0)T ∈ Ri+1 is a unit vector.
Similar to the above method, we define the AB-GMRES(k) method below in detail, which is based on the Krylov
subspace (2.7). Since x = By, we define xi = x0 + B[v1, v2, . . . , vi]yi to get the approximate solution.
Method 2.2. The AB-GMRES(k) Method
1. Choose x0 and compute r0 = b− Ax0
2. While iter < MAXIT until convergence, Do
3. Compute β = ‖r0‖ and v1 = r0/β
4. For i = 1, 2, . . . , k until convergence, Do
5. Computewi = ABvi
6. For j = 1, 2, . . . , i
7. Compute hj,i = (wi, vj)
8. Compute ri+1 = wi − hj,ivj
9. End
10. Compute hj+1,i = ‖ri+1‖2
11. Compute vi+1 = ri+1hj+1,i
12. Find yi ∈ Ri which minimizes ‖ri‖2 = ‖ ‖r0 ‖2 ei − H¯iy‖2
13. Compute xi = x0 + B[v1, v2, . . . , vi]yi
14. Compute ri = b− Axi
15. End
16. Set x0 := xk and r0 := rk
17. End
The following theorems give a sufficient condition for the mapping matrix B so that the BA-GMRES(k) method gives the
least-squares solution of the problems (1.1) without breakdown.
Theorem 2.1 ([9,10]). If R(A) = R(BT), then the BA-GMRES(k) method determines a least-squares solution of minx∈Rn ‖b −
Ax‖2 for all b ∈ Rm and all x0 ∈ Rn without breakdown if and only if R(AT) = R(B).
A similar result for the AB-GMRES(k) method can be given as follows.
Theorem 2.2 ([9,10]). If R(AT) = R(B), then the AB-GMRES(k) method determines a least-squares solution of minx∈Rn ‖b −
Ax‖2 for all b ∈ Rm and all x0 ∈ Rn without breakdown if and only if R(A) = R(BT).
Thus we have the following.
Corollary 2.1 ([9,10]). If R(AT) = R(B) andR(A) = R(BT), both BA-GMRES(k) and AB-GMRES(k) methods determine a least-
squares solution of minx∈Rn ‖b− Ax‖2 for all b ∈ Rm and all x0 ∈ Rn without breakdown.
Since BA ∈ Rn×n and AB ∈ Rm×m, for the overdetermined linear system with m > n, the size of BA is smaller than that of
AB. Hence, the BA-GMRES(k) method has less computational cost per iteration and storage compared to the AB-GMRES(k)
method. The situation is reversed for the underdetermined linear system for whichm < n.
Let us consider the overdetermined casem ≥ n.
For the general case rank A ≤ n, condition (1.5) of Corollary 2.1 may be satisfied if we choose B = AT, so that the BA-
GMRES and AB-GMRES methods could determine a least-squares solution of problem (1.1).
For the full column rank case rank A = n, condition (1.5) can be satisfied if we choose B = CAT where C ∈ Rn×n is an
arbitrary nonsingular matrix.
If the matrix C is restricted to be symmetric and positive definite, we also have the following convergence theorem.
Theorem 2.3 ([10]). Let A ∈ Rm×n,m ≥ n and B := CAT where C ∈ Rn×n is symmetric and positive definite. Let the singular
values of A˜ := AC 12 be σi(1 ≤ i ≤ n). Then, σi2(1 ≤ i ≤ n) are eigenvalues of AB and BA. If m > n, all the other eigenvalues of
AB are 0.
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Theorem 2.4 ([10]). Let the singular values of A˜ := AC1/2 be σi(1 ≤ i ≤ n). Then the residuals rk = b − Axk achieved by the
kth steps of AB-GMRES and BA-GMRES methods satisfy
‖rk|R(A)‖2 ≤ 2
(
σ1 − σn
σ1 + σn
)k
‖r0|R(A)‖2
and
‖Brk‖2 = ‖CATrk‖2 ≤ 2
√
κ(C)
(
σ1 − σn
σ1 + σn
)k
‖Br0‖2,
respectively. Here, rk|R(A) is defined as the component of rk inR(A) and κ(C) is the condition number of C.
From the above theorems, we may expect that the AB-GMRES and BA-GMRES methods exhibit similar convergence
behaviors for the overdetermined case. It should be pointed out that the upper bounds in Theorem 2.4 are generally
pessimistic, i.e., the true convergence performance is usually faster than these bounds.
3. The IGO-based mapping matrix
In this section, we first discuss the IGOmethod for a rectangular matrix A, and then address in detail how to construct the
mappingmatrix B based on the IGO factors. Wewill prove that themappingmatrix B so constructed satisfies condition (1.5)
and, hence, the BA-GMRES or the AB-GMRES method determines the least-squares solution without breakdown.
Since the QR factorization based on Givens rotations is well defined for any rectangular matrix, it can be applied to a
sparse rectangular matrix A ∈ Rm×n (m ≥ n).
The case of matrices with m < n can also be treated in an analogous fashion for its transpose, which is not addressed
here for simplicity.
3.1. The IGO method for rectangular matrix
The IGO method, which factorizes the matrix A into an orthogonal matrix Q and an upper-triangular matrix R using
a sequence of Givens rotations, was first proposed and analyzed for large sparse square and rectangular matrices in [1].
Then, Papadopoulos, Duff and Wathen [19] considered different implementations of the IGO method and gave a number of
numerical results; see also [5] for some applications of the IGOmethods used as preconditioners for nonsymmetricmatrices.
Here, we only consider the row-wise generalized IGO (rGIGO) method, which zeroes out the nonzero elements in the
lower-triangular part of the matrix and generates the corresponding Givens rotations row-by-row.
Assume that A ∈ Rm×n with m ≥ n, τ is the relative dropping tolerance for the fill-ins, and p is the maximal number of
nonzeros in each row. Then the rGIGO (τ , p) method can be described as follows.
Method 3.1. The rGIGO (τ , p) Method
1. For i = 2, . . . ,m Do
2. For j = 1, . . . ,min{i− 1, n} and aij 6= 0 Do
3. If |aij| < τ , then
4. Set aij := 0
5. go to next j
6. EndIf
7. Compute ρ =
√
a2jj + a2ij
8. Compute c = ajj/ρ
9. Compute s = aij/ρ
10. Set ajj := ρ, aij := 0
11. Store c, s
12. For k = min{j+ 1, n}, . . . , n Do:
13. Compute tempj = cajk + saik
14. Compute temp i = −sajk + caik
15. If |ajk| > τ , then set ajk := tempj
16. Else, then set ajk := 0
17. If |aik| > τ , then set aik := temp i
18. Else, set aik := 0
19. EndDo
20. EndDo
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21. EndDo
22. For i = 1, . . . , n
23. Keep only the p largest elements in the ith row
24. Set rij := aij
25. EndDo
We have the following remarks for the above method.
First, in the implementation, we can use a relative drop tolerance τ , e.g., a fill-in is accepted when |ajk| > τ × ‖ak‖2nnz(ak) in
line 15, where nnz(ak) is the number of nonzero elements in ak and
‖ak‖2
nnz(ak)
represents the averagemagnitude of ak. Similarly,
in line 17, we accept the fill-ins when |aik| > τ × ‖ak‖2nnz(ak) .
Second, if we chose the dynamical dropping rule in terms of τ and p, we should compare the magnitude of the nonzero
elements (in line 15 and 17) and order the nonzero elements (in line 23), which introduce a number of additional operations.
To save the computational cost, a stationary dropping rule, e.g., a dropping pattern P , could be adopted. In this case, we only
need to keep the elements belonging to the sparse pattern P during the elimination process. Thus, we can obtain a very
sparse incomplete factorization, although there is a possibility of omitting some important fill-ins not in P .
In the numerical experiments in Section 4, we choose a dropping rule with one parameter τ , based on rGIGO (τ , p),
which is called the rGIGO(τ ) method below. Here, we omit the parameter p to save the computation of ordering. In fact, it
is equivalent to rGIGO (τ , p) with p = n, where fill-ins are dropped only according to their magnitude.
Third, the difference between the rGIGO (τ , p) methods for rectangular matrix and those for square matrix is the process
when n < i ≤ m. In our method for rectangular matrix, more Givens rotations are still introduced in the process with
n < i ≤ m, and the corresponding upper-triangular matrix R is also updated. In practice, we should pay more attention
to the details of the implementation. For instance, in lines 2 and 12, the recurrence is stopped when j is smaller than the
minimal of i− 1 and n.
Usually, in the implementation of the rGIGO (τ , p) method, we store the matrix Q implicitly as a sequence of Givens
rotations (the pair c and s) so that the matrix Q is always orthogonal. Furthermore, since the matrix A is sparse, the number
of nonzero elements of the lower-triangular part is relatively small in the IGO process. Hence, it is not expensive to store
the pairs c and s of Givens rotations.
For the matrix Awith full column rank, we could keep all the diagonal elements of R nonzero in the elimination process.
In this case, the upper-triangular matrix R is always nonsingular.
These properties are described in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let A ∈ Rm×n be of full column rank, and Q ∈ Rm×m, R ∈ Rn×n be the incomplete orthogonal and the incomplete
upper-triangular matrices produced by the rGIGO (τ , p) method, respectively. Let t be the total number of Givens rotations. Then,
we have the following,
(i) R is sparse and nonsingular;
(ii) Q = GT is orthogonal, where G = Gt . . .G2G1 is the product of all the Givens rotations;
(iii) A = Q
(
R
0
)
+ E, where E is the error matrix.
For the proof and details of this theorem, we refer to [1,19].
Also, in the case where the matrix A is not of full column rank, the IGO method will not breakdown and could also give
an orthogonal matrix Q and an upper-triangular matrix R. It should be noted that, the upper-triangular matrix R could be
singular andwith the same rank as thematrix A. Numerical experiments formatrix Awithout full column rank are presented
in Section 4 and show the efficiency of the IGO method.
Similar to Method 3.1, it is not difficult to extend the column-wise IGO method for square matrices to rectangular
matrices. However, since we need to update the nonzero elements of two rows with the Givens rotation in the process
of the IGOmethods, it would be better to store the original matrix A and the matrix R in compressed sparse row (CSR) format.
In this case, the row-wise IGO method could take advantage of the storage format and usually is more practical.
3.2. Choice of the mapping matrix B
By the IGO method, we can obtain an orthogonal matrix Q ∈ Rm×m and an upper-triangular matrix R ∈ Rn×n satisfying
A = Q
(
R
0
)
+ E. (3.8)
It is natural to choose B as follows:
B = (RTR)−1AT = R−1R−TAT, (3.9)
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Table 4.1
The test matrices and condition numbers
Name κ(A)
RANDL1 4.45× 101
RANDL2 2.44× 102
RANDL3 1.33× 103
RANDL4 3.56× 104
RANDL5 9.46× 105
RANDL6 1.10× 106
so that BA and AB are close to the identity matrix when the IGO method is nearly completed. It is easily seen that, here,
B = CAT with C = (RTR)−1 symmetric and positive definite if R is nonsingular, which is similar to B = diag(ATA)−1AT
suggested in [10,13].
For overdetermined problems, we have the following for the mapping matrix B for the BA-GMRES and AB-GMRES
methods.
Theorem 3.2. Let A ∈ Rm×n, Q ∈ Rm×m and R ∈ Rn×n be defined as in Theorem 3.1. If B = (RTR)−1AT = R−1R−TAT, then
R(A) = R(BT) and R(AT) = R(B).
Proof. First, it is easy to see that
BT = AR−1R−T .
Since R is nonsingular, R−1R−T is also nonsingular. Thus, we have
R(A) = R(BT).
On the other hand, we note that
rank (B) = n = rank (AT),
which gives
R(AT) = R(B). 
From Corollary 2.1 and Theorem 3.2, it is seen that if A is full column rank, the BA-GMRES and AB-GMRES methods with
B defined in (3.9) will determine a least-squares solution of problem (1.1) for all b ∈ Rm and all x0 ∈ Rn without breakdown.
In practical computations, it is not necessary to compute RTR explicitly. Instead, to compute the equation w = BAv, we
only need to perform two matrix-vector multiplications and solve the triangular linear systems twice by LAPACK routines
(one is a backward solver and the other is a forward solver).
Similarly, the preconditioned CGLS type methods solve the following systems of linear equations:
R−TATAR−1y = R−TATb, y = Rx.
It is easily seen that the matrix R−TATAR−1 is symmetric positive definite and it has the same eigenvalues as BA.
4. Numerical experiments
In this section, we present a number of numerical results in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
mapping matrix B based on the IGO method for the BA-GMRES and AB-GMRES methods. We also compare the IGO
preconditioned BA-GMRESmethod to the corresponding CGLSmethod for singular overdetermined least-squares problems.
In the experiments, we first test the efficiency of the IGO preconditioned BA-GMRES method, compared to the
corresponding CGLS, LSQR and RCGLS methods, as in [10], with the test matrices generated by the MATLAB routine
‘‘sprandn’’. All the computations were coded by GNU C/C++3.4.4 and done in the Linux system of Dell Precision 690 whose
CPU is 3.00 GHz and memory is 16 GB.
In Table 4.1, we list the names of the test matrices and their condition numbers (denoted by κ(A)). Their size is
m = 10,000, n = 1000 and the density is 5%. The value of the nonzero elements follows the normal distribution and
the pattern of the nonzero elements is also determined randomly.
We set the initial approximation to x0 = 0, and B = (RTR)−1AT where R is generated by the IGO method. The right-hand
side vector b is chosen as a random vector. In order to perform a fair comparison among different methods, we chose the
stopping criterion for all the methods as
‖ATrk‖2
‖ATr0‖2 < 10
−6, with r = b− Ax.
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Fig. 4.1. Comparison of IGO preconditioned BA-GMRES and AB-GMRES (RANDL1, τ = 0.3 and 0.2 for IGO).
Table 4.2
The effect of the parameter τ in IGO for RANDL3
τ 0.15 0.13 0.11 0.09 0.01
Pre-CPU 1.01 1.19 1.44 1.84 28.57
IGO-CGLS Iter 4957 4038 2071 1789 86
Time 52.69 47.59 25.69 Ď24.43 29.88
IGO-LSQR Iter 4946 4035 2061 1793 86
Time 52.58 45.76 25.57 Ď24.48 29.88
IGO-RCGLS Iter 472 463 395 394 79
Time 14.22 14.29 Ď11.89 12.61 30.02
IGO-BA-GMRES Iter 475 463 396 399 77
Time 9.57 9.70 ∗8.55 9.40 29.82
Iter: number of iterations, Time: CPU time (s), and convergence criterion: ‖ATr‖2/‖ATb‖2 < 10−6 .
First, we depict the curves of ‖ATr‖2/‖ATb‖2 versus the iteration number in Fig. 4.1 for the full BA-GMRES and the full AB-
GMRESmethodswith IGO preconditioners for thematrix RANDL1. Here, the relative drop tolerance for the rGIGO(τ )method
was set to be τ = 0.3 and 0.2.
From Fig. 4.1, it is observed that the full BA-GMRES and full AB-GMRES methods preconditioned by the IGO methods
have similar convergence behavior. This is in accordance with the convergence analysis in Section 2.
It is noted that the amount of computations per iteration for the BA-GMRES method is less than that for the AB-
GMRES method when m > n. Hence, in the experiments below, we compare only the BA-GMRES method with the IGO
preconditioned CGLS, LSQR and RCGLS methods.
In Table 4.2, we list the number of iterations and the total CPU time (the sumof the preconditioning time and the iteration
time) for each method with respect to different τ for the problems RANDL3. Here, Ď indicates the fastest for each method,
and ∗ indicates the fastest for all methods.
From Table 4.2, it is seen that τ = 0.11 is optimal for RANDL3 where IGO preconditioned BA-GMRES method is the
fastest.
It should also be noted that the time for constructing the IGO preconditioner increases as the parameter τ becomes small,
and when τ = 0 the IGO method is complete and the iterative methods reduce to direct methods and will converge in only
one iteration step.
Table 4.2 shows that the preconditioned Krylov subspace iterationmethods with optimal parameter τ are faster than the
direct methods. Note for instance, that the preconditioning time for τ = 0.01 is much more than the total iteration time for
τ = 0.11 for RANDL3.
In Table 4.3, we list the number of iterations and the total CPU time for the IGO preconditioned GMRES method by
changing the restarting number k for problem RANDL3 with the optimal value τ .
It is observed that both iterationnumber and computation time are the least for the full GMRESmethod, though it requires
more storage for the orthogonal vectors. Hence, in the following, we use the full GMRES preconditioned by IGO method.
Then, in Table 4.4, we give the numerical results for the problems in Table 4.1. The first column for each method gives
the number of iterations required for convergence, and the second column gives the total CPU time in seconds. The values
of the optimal relative dropping tolerance parameters τ for the IGO preconditioners are also indicated for these problems.
FromTable 4.4, it is seen that the IGOpreconditioned BA-GMRESmethod is the fastest. As the condition number increases,
the number of iterations and CPU time for the IGO preconditioned CGLS (and its stabilized version, LSQR) method increases
much more rapidly than the IGO preconditioned RCGLS and BA-GMRES methods.
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Table 4.3
The effect of the restart period k in the IGO-BA-GMRES (k) method
RANDL3 k 360 370 380 390 ≥396
(τ = 0.11) Iter 718 505 492 484 396
Time 22.64 9.72 9.60 9.58 ∗8.55
RANDL6 k 890 900 910 920 ≥921
(τ = 0.04) Iter 1521 1496 1422 1379 921
Time 44.81 44.11 41.85 40.66 ∗30.92
k: restart period, Iter: number of iterations, Time: computation time (s), Convergence criterion: ‖ATr‖2/‖ATb‖2 < 10−6 .
Table 4.4
Iteration number and CPU time for IGO preconditioned iterative methods
Name τ CGLS LSQR RCGLS BA-GMRES
RANDL1 0.20 152 2.32 152 2.32 102 2.23 103 ∗ 2.01
RANDL2 0.15 1310 14.99 1309 14.99 250 6.06 250 ∗ 4.72
RANDL3 0.11 2071 25.82 2061 25.80 395 15.14 395 ∗ 8.57
RANDL4 0.10 10152 124.65 10194 125.16 637 24.34 633 ∗ 15.69
RANDL5 0.04 9367 138.24 9278 136.97 717 33.77 721 ∗ 23.18
RANDL6 0.04 14940 215.54 14896 214.92 896 46.55 921 ∗ 30.92
Fig. 4.2. ‖ATr‖2/‖ATb‖2 versus iteration number for IGO preconditioned iterative methods for the problem RANDL3.
Finally, we depict the curves of ‖ATr‖2/‖ATb‖2 versus the iteration number for IGO preconditioned CGLS, LSQR, RCGLS
and BA-GMRES methods for RANDL3 in Fig. 4.2.
Fig. 4.2 also shows that the CGLS and LSQR methods converge more slowly than the RCGLS and BA-GMRES methods.
This can be explained by the fact that CGLS and LSQR are based on three-term recurrence procedures and they suffer
from loss of orthogonality due to rounding errors especially for ill-conditioned problems, whereas BA-GMRES and RCGLS
are more robust against loss of orthogonality since they perform explicit orthogonalization by the modified Gram–Schmidt
process and reorthogonalization.
In the following experiments, we test the stability of the IGO preconditioned BA-GMRES method with the matrices from
the practical problem in the University of Florida SparseMatrix Collection [7], compared to the corresponding CGLSmethod.
We set the initial approximation to x0 = 0, the right-hand side vector b is chosen as b = Ae where e = (1, . . . , 1)T is a
vector with all 1’s. In order to perform a fair comparison between these methods, we chose the stopping criterion for all the
methods as
‖ATrk‖2
‖ATr0‖2 < 10
−10, with r = b− Ax
and the maximize iteration step is 10,000. For the convergent case, we also check the error of the solution ‖xk − e‖2/‖e‖2
to assure the accuracy.
In Table 4.5 we list the name, size and condition number (denoted by κ(A)) of the matrices, where ‘–’ denote that the
matrix is not full column rank. Here, all the matrices are from the practical problem in linear programming.
From Table 4.5, it is noted that the first four matrices are not full column rank and the last matrix is very ill-conditioned.
Among these matrices, the size of matrix lp_80bau3b is the largest, wherem = 12,061 and n = 2262.
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Table 4.5
The properties of the matrices from the UF Sparse Matrix Collection
Name m n κ(A)
lp_25fv47 1876 821 –
lp_bnl1.txt 1 586 643 –
lp_cycle 3 371 1903 –
lp_greenbeb 5598 2392 –
lp_80bau3b 12061 2262 7.29× 102
lp_bnl2 4486 2324 8.99× 103
lp_d2q06c 5831 2171 1.73× 105
Table 4.6
Iteration number and CPU time for CGLS and BA-GMRES methods
Name CGLS BA-GMRES
Iter Time Iter Time
lp_25fv47 9906 2.99 392 2.13
lp_bnl1 2033 0.40 308 1.04
lp_cycle – – 1085 37.40
lp_greenbeb 4303 3.75 631 16.30
lp_80bau3b 247 0.23 102 0.46
lp_bnl2 6394 3.82 649 16.60
lp_d2q06c – – 788 22.90
Table 4.7
Iteration number and CPU time for IGO preconditioned CGLS and BA-GMRES methods
Name τ CPUp PCGLS BA-GMRES
lp_25fv47 0.05 0.13 962 0.66 223 0.90
0.01 0.58 176 0.80 105 0.85
lp_bnl1 0.1 0.05 245 0.12 121 0.23
0.05 0.08 143 0.13 95 0.19
0.01 0.19 54 0.21 43 0.23
lp_cycle 0.01 0.41 – – 707 16.81
0.001 2.06 – – 251 4.70
lp_greenbeb 0.1 0.75 494 1.44 315 5.07
0.05 1.03 129 1.23 113 1.69
lp_80bau3b 0.05 0.71 82 0.80 70 0.85
lp_bnl2 0.1 0.47 454 0.89 261 3.28
0.05 0.67 173 0.85 113 1.16
lp_d2q06c 0.01 1.12 – – 394 6.10
0.001 3.90 3156 8.72 191 6.05
In Table 4.6, we list the number of iterations and the total CPU time for the CGLS method without preconditioner and
BA-GMRESmethod with B = AT. In this table and the following, ‘–’ means the iterative methods cannot converge within the
maximize iteration step.
From Table 4.6, it is seen that the CGLS method is generally better than the BA-GMRES method for well-conditioned
least-squares problems.
For the singular least-square problem lp_25fv47 in Table 4.6, the BA-GMRES method converges faster than the CGLS
method.
Furthermore, for the singular problem lp_cycle and ill-conditioned least-square problem lp_d2q06c, the BA-GMRES
method converged while the CGLS method could not.
Therefore, the BA-GMRESmethod is superior to the CGLSmethod for ill-conditioned and singular least-squares problems.
Then in Table 4.7, we list the parameter τ for the IGOmethod, the CPU time in seconds for constructing the corresponding
preconditioner, the number of iterations required for convergence, and the total CPU time in seconds for the IGO
preconditioned CGLS and BA-GMRES methods.
From Tables 4.6 and 4.7, it is clear that the IGO preconditioner can greatly improve the convergence of both CGLS and
BA-GMRES methods.
Both the iterative methods are faster than the direct method in obtaining an acceptable approximate solution. For
instance, when τ = 0.01 for problem lp_bnl1, the preconditioning CPU time is 0.19 seconds, which is larger than the
minimal total CPU time for the preconditioned CGLS methods.
The preconditioned BA-GMRES method requires less iteration steps than the preconditioned CGLS method. For well-
conditioned problems, the preconditioned CGLS method requires less total CPU time than the preconditioned BA-GMRES
method, but sometimes only a bit faster.
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For the singular problem lp_cycle, the IGO preconditioned BA-GMRES method converges while the preconditioned CGLS
method does not. For the ill-conditioned problem lp_d2q06c, the preconditioned BA-GMRES method converges faster than
the corresponding CGLS method. These results show that, with the IGO preconditioner, the BA-GMRES method is superior
to the CGLS method for ill-conditioned and singular least-squares problems.
5. Conclusion
We have proposed to use a mapping matrix B = R−1R−TAT for the BA-GMRES and AB-GMRES methods for the solution
of the least-squares problems, where the matrix R is a sparse and upper-triangular matrix based on the incomplete Givens
orthogonalization method
We showed that, the IGO-based mapping matrix B satisfies R(A) = R(BT) and R(AT) = R(B) so that the BA-GMRES
method will determine a least-squares solution of problem (1.1) for all b ∈ Rm and all x0 ∈ Rn without breakdown.
A number of numerical experiments including practical problems have shown that the proposed IGO preconditioner
is efficient, and that, IGO preconditioned BA-GMRES method is superior to the IGO preconditioned CGLS method for ill-
conditioned and singular least-squares problems.
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